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This essay describes a year-long, grant-funded, cross-institutional collaborative project between Boise State University and the College of Western Idaho, a community college. The goal of the project was to institute an Accelerated Learning Program (ALP) model for first-year and basic writing, in response to a state mandate to embrace Complete College Idaho, a form of Complete College America. The essay depicts the institutional context of each college and analyzes the challenges and benefits of the new model at each institution. The authors consider the differing roles of full-time and contingent faculty at the two institutions and the challenge of defining reasonable grant work requirements, given the varied teaching, research, and service expectations of instructors. The piece also considers the complex reasons Idaho students may not finish higher education and the extent to which the goals of Complete College Idaho could be met by instituting an accelerated model.

Collaborative projects across institutional levels rarely appear in basic writing studies. Although workshops and conferences bring together colleagues from varied institutions (secondary, community college, college, university), seldom can faculties engage in sustained partnerships. A few writers have documented extended high school-college collaborations; Mary Kay Crouch and Gerri McNenny describe their collaboration with high schools in southern California in the 1990s (Crouch and McNenny), and George Otte recounts a New York City high school-college project also in the late 1990s (Otte). More recently, Patricia Sehulster documents specific guidelines and agendas for a secondary-postsecondary project (Sehulster). Even more rare are sustained cross-institutional projects that span post-secondary levels: community colleges or technical institutes paired with four-year colleges or universities.

This is somewhat surprising given the growing importance of the accelerated learning program (ALP) approach to basic writing nationally. For instance, the state of California has
engaged in a huge effort to develop ALP courses, but “The California Acceleration Project” (CAP), is not cross-institutional. In addition, there have been state-wide scale adoptions of ALP in Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Indiana, Michigan, and Virginia (Accelerated). Undoubtedly groups within these states collaborate but the efforts are likely limited primarily to community colleges or high schools—or at least cross-institutional projects have not appeared prominently in basic writing scholarship.

We were lucky to engage in a sustained cross-institutional project when we implemented an accelerated learning approach in Idaho. Like many states, Idaho has been influenced by Complete College America, a non-profit educational organization, and in 2012, the Idaho State Board of Education (SBOE) embraced Complete College Idaho. A key element of Complete College Idaho is the “ambitious goal that 60% of Idahoans ages 25-34 will have a degree or certificate by 2020” (“Complete College Idaho Plan”). This goal was still strongly supported by Idaho Governor Butch Otter in 2016 and 2017 (Otter; Richert). As a way to achieve this goal, so-called “remedial” writing courses at our institutions were reconceived as co-requisite courses rather than non-credit, pre-composition level classes.

Tony Scott and Nancy Welch point out that projects like Complete College America--and by extension, Complete College Idaho--are based on “rhetorics of austerity,” which, rather than valuing writing, use “metrics like speed to degree completion, loan default rates, and post-graduate earnings” (4). These ideas derive from “neoliberalism,” which Scott and Welch define as the “privatization and the economization of public services” (7), an outgrowth of the crisis mentality of the 2009 recession. Such thinking results in a managerial approach to education and favors “quantification while ignoring or denying the qualitative” assessment that works “to create more scalable curriculums or bypass […] direct writing instruction altogether; and
scholarship […] that cedes composition teaching to […] market algorithms and efficiency imperatives” (Scott and Welch 8). Certainly, Complete College Idaho (CCI) reveals the neoliberal tendencies of austerity. Many of CCI’s terms carry a residue of managerial thinking, including “remediation,” “transformation,” “delivery,” “emporium,” “acceleration,” and others. When basic writing is conceived of as simply a means to deliver services, it becomes possible to view this endeavor as little more than a business model to be managed. Students and quality writing, as well as teachers and quality teaching, disappear from the discourse.

With a limited framework for interrogating this management discourse and its implications, we reviewed the CCI options looking for the best, most pedagogically sound approach to writing instruction and selected the co-requisite model. This decision was based on our knowledge of basic writing scholarship surrounding the acceleration project of the Community College of Baltimore, which has won many awards, including the Innovation Award of the Council on Basic Writing (CBW). The co-requisite model was originated by Peter Adams, a past Chair of CBW. Adams and colleagues are well-known for their scholarship on the value of the co-requisite model (Adams et al.).

In April 2016, Adams stated on a WPA-L posting: “It would be better if the many efforts being made to improve the way we organize basic writing were faculty driven rather than top-down mandates. [...] However, the model known as ALP did not originate with Bill and Melinda Gates, nor with Complete College America nor with any state or federal agency. ALP was developed by a group of hard-working English faculty at the Community College of Baltimore County” (Adams, WPA-L posting). Adams then asks, “What is the correct faculty response to a top-down mandate that is actually a good idea?” He answers, “While it is still appropriate to
object to the process, to refuse to adopt a model that will improve the success rates of students because we object to the process seems to me to be a mistake” (Adams, WPA-L posting).

In addition to the thoughtful, qualitative pedagogy of the ALP initiative, based on smaller classes and faculty support, we had another reason to opt for acceleration: we were committed to the change efforts of Writing Program Administrators in Idaho who had worked for many years to improve placement policies and were ultimately successful (Estrem et al.). Rather than a rhetoric of austerity, we embraced, perhaps naively, a rhetoric of hope. We hoped to discover how institutions like the Community College of Baltimore County had attained its large grant so that a comparable grant might be obtained to fund Idaho students. Simply put, we wanted more for our students who often face difficult employment prospects and life circumstances.

To implement the co-requisite approach, Heidi Estrem, Director of First-Year Writing at Boise State University, assisted by Karen Uehling and Meagan Newberry, wrote a grant to the Idaho State Board of Education to support curricular development. This grant resulted in two initiatives: the “Writing Plus Project” and a related “First-Year Writing Across Idaho” institute. The Writing Plus Project was a year-long collaboration between Boise State University (BSU) and the College of Western Idaho (CWI) in 2013-2014 aimed at developing and implementing a co-requisite course for basic writing. “First-Year Writing Across Idaho” institute was a week-long summer conference in which faculty from each Idaho institution met to work on first-year writing and to share their efforts at implementing a co-requisite approach to developmental writing specifically. A side benefit of the SBOE grant was that it gave faculty an opportunity to work together, develop a sense of the importance of their work as professionals, and their voice as classroom instructors. This kind of collaborative change is possible in Idaho, a place with a low population and only eight public institutions of higher education, a state where people who
live in the state often get to know each other and work together for the good of all the students of the state.

Before we go much into these projects, we will describe the required sequence of writing courses in the state of Idaho, including the previous model for remediation, particularly in reference to two examples: BSU and CWI.

**Previous Model**

BSU offered three possible writing courses: English 90, “Developmental Writing,” a non-credit course, the equivalent of three credits; English 101, “Introduction to College Writing,” a three-credit required course, and English 102, “Introduction to College Writing and Research,” also a three-credit required course. CWI, the newest community college in the state (opened in 2009), had four writing courses, which offered varied starting points for students: English 15, “Basic English and Writing,” a non-credit course, the equivalent of four credits; English 90, “Developmental Composition,” a non-credit course, the equivalent of three credits; English 101, “English Composition I,” a three-credit required course, and English 102, “English Composition II,” also a three-credit required course. Other four-year state colleges and universities required either English 101 and 102 or at least English 102 for graduation; and other state community colleges had similar pre-freshman composition offerings as CWI.

**New Model**

At BSU, the model is based on an English 101 class capped at 25 students; of these, 16 students are typical 101 placements, while nine would have previously placed into English 90. These nine students are then concurrently enrolled in a one-credit studio which meets one hour per week with the same instructor. Students in the studio receive four graded credits for their work, while those not in the studio earn three graded credits. At CWI, the course cap is 26,
including 14 students who placed into 101 and 12 and who would have previously placed into either English 15 or English 90. CWI made the gutsy decision to eliminate both remedial courses (English 15 and 90) at once when they moved to the co-requisite model. At CWI, the 12 students enroll concurrently in English 101 for three graded credits and a two-credit graded English 100 course, which carries elective credit. Students meet with the same instructor for two hours a week for English 100, which is scheduled directly after English 101. From this point forward, we will refer to our co-requisite offerings at either school (one-credit Writer’s Studio at BSU, two-credit English 100 course at CWI) as “English 101 Plus.”

Various kinds of assessment data have been collected since the new course models were introduced, and they demonstrate positive results. At BSU, overall portfolio assessment and assessment of three sample outcomes were conducted in Spring 2013; pass rates for English 102 or planned enrollment in English 102 was the focus in Spring 2014; and assessment of digital platforms for portfolios occurred in Spring 2015. Assessment at BSU is programmatic, an anonymous assessment of representative portfolios to determine if the program as a whole is meeting its agreed upon outcomes. CWI carried out anonymous overall portfolio assessment and assessment of five specific outcomes in Spring 2014 as a joint teacher research project and has continuing assessments in progress. For more information about assessment, see here on the Writing Plus Project website.

**Institutional Context: Boise State University**

BSU was, in 2015, a PhD-granting urban university with over 22,000 students, 85 BA programs, 67 master’s programs and 10 PhD programs (“Facts and Figures 2015-2016”), and in 2016 was classified as “a doctoral research university by the Carnegie Foundation” (Schimpf). BSU began as Boise Junior College (opened in 1934 as a public institution) to provide
educational opportunities during the depression for local residents. The junior college grew rapidly, particularly in the post-World War II era, and by the 1960s had become the four-year Boise State College, followed quickly by Boise State University in 1974. BSU was designated by the State Board of Education to serve a community college function for many years, and in the 1980s BSU President John Keiser resisted efforts to create a separate community college, preferring to strengthen vocational programs as well as academic programs; the institution then developed into essentially a community university because it was in effect the only college in the area and was especially valuable to place-bound learners (Uehling, “From Community College”). In fact, it was not until 2009 that CWI was created (“Facts at a Glance”).

The community-involved history of BSU laid the groundwork for a continuing relationship between BSU and CWI; because we are in the same geographic area, some of the faculty at CWI are BSU alumni, some teach at both institutions, and some BSU and CWI faculty know each other through non-academic circles. BSU also has a continuing commitment to beginning students and to excellence in basic writing teaching; the basic writing course has always been part of the English Department, and there is a long tradition of mentoring new BW faculty and offering graduate instruction in the teaching of BW. In addition, a thriving stretch program, unfortunately without credit status for basic writing, was developed before the implementation of the co-requisite model.

BSU’s English 101 course design is guided by course outcomes, generated by First-Year Writing faculty, which identify expectations for reading and writing (“Welcome”). Instructors have the freedom to choose textbooks that they feel align with those outcomes. The English 101 Plus studio is based upon responsive teaching, meaning classwork is designed to support the main English 101 coursework. Studio work begins with student questions about current topics in
English 101 and often includes response to work in progress, scaffolding for unit projects, clarifying key concepts, as well as identifying and using campus resources.

**Institutional Context: College of Western Idaho**

CWI is a burgeoning community college in the Boise area, which opened in 2009 and, as of 2016, served approximately 24,000 students a semester, 84% of whom attended part-time, and offered 26 transferable associates degrees, as well as 33 professional technical programs (“Facts at a Glance”). In fact, CWI was described in 2016 as having “grown faster than any community college in American history” (Otter). CWI is an open-access community college, and thus student preparation varies widely; as a young, developing college, trying to respond to new realities, changes sometimes happen quickly. Perhaps the most significant change the CWI English Department made in its first five years was the decision to eliminate all developmental courses at once and fully implement the acceleration model.

Initially, faculty were skeptical of completely eliminating basic writing courses, but the numbers told us that adopting ALP was the right move ethically, economically, and practically. Under the old model, 30 percent of students who started in English 15 and 55 percent of students who started in English 90 persisted to register for English 101. Those students had to take up to 10 total credits before they could pass English 101, and 7 of those credits did not count toward graduation. Under the new model, everyone takes English 101, and some students take the 5-credit English 101 Plus model, thus reducing the stigma of enrollment in a developmental course, since the department insisted that the co-requisite course carry graduation credits. Even if students fail English 101 Plus and repeat it, students have, at worst, taken 10 total credits, but spent only 2 total semesters (compared to 3 in the old model) and 5 of those 10 credits count toward graduation.
Given the wide variation in student preparation, the ALP model brought students of diverse skills together in English 101 classrooms at CWI, and nearly all of the English 101 sections were Plus sections, so almost half the students (12 of 26 per section) were previously identified as needing at least one developmental course first. CWI recognized that it was not simply taking their developmental course curricula, condensing them into a two-credit course, and copy/pasting parts of that to make English 101 Plus. Teaching a two-credit, co-requisite small course of twelve students is far different than teaching 25 students in a three- or four-credit basic writing course. With only 12 students in English 101 Plus, faculty had more time with CWI’s most vulnerable students, since the original basic writing courses were capped at 25.

CWI’s English 101 faculty largely design their own courses within the bounds of a curriculum guide that designates course outcomes and expectations for reading and writing. All English 101 students write a common final outcomes assessment essay, designed by faculty, to determine writing proficiency. Therefore, curriculum development for English 101 Plus centered on responsive teaching approaches that adapted to any content and focused on the needs of our students, such as reading strategies, time management, and essay development.

Like BSU, CWI is committed to excellence in basic writing teaching and shares the philosophy that students in these classes need the strongest teachers. This attitude does not prevail everywhere, as evidenced in an Atlantic article titled “Why Students in Remedial Courses Need Better Teachers,” which claims that “three-quarters of the instructors who teach remedial courses are part-time employees” (Kolodner). While employee status and teaching quality are not directly related, full-time faculty often have more energy and resources to spend on students. At CWI, full-time faculty teach the courses as often as part-time faculty. In addition, basic writing is offered as part of the English department. If basic writing had been housed within a
separate developmental program, especially if there were different credentialing requirements for faculty, implementing an ALP model would have been challenging, and faculty may have struggled to collaborate, since their departments and teaching positions would possibly have been in danger.

The Writing Plus Project

With that background in mind, we turn now to our cross-institutional effort, the Writing Plus Project, a grant-funded collaboration between BSU and CWI. In Spring 2013, the semester before we launched the project, Peter Adams spoke at BSU to faculty from several Idaho institutions, especially BSU and CWI faculty. Adams emphasized that well-designed, ongoing faculty development was crucial to ALP’s success. Our project offered sustained professional development at least during the crucial 2013-14 launch year and the following summer. There were almost 30 people involved, including nine BSU participants, 17 CWI participants, plus others (WPAs, consultants). Each institution provided its own co-leader. Participants and co-leaders received modest honorariums from the State Board of Education grant award. The project involved monthly meetings, including two cross-institutional meetings each semester with a specific focus. The goals of the project were to develop curricular materials to support the co-requisite English 101 Plus model, both one- and two-credit co-requisites; to conduct teacher research on student learning and retention with the co-requisite English 101 Plus model; and to share results and provide visibility for Idaho instructors. Such research was essential as we worked to sustain successful models. Instructors benefited from time to share their expertise, collaborate on new approaches, and rethink instruction in a sustained format (instead of through a one-shot workshop). The project also allowed for the development of flexible materials
appropriate for each institution and its students, materials that helped describe the rich content of English 101 Plus.

The 2013-2014 academic year formally began with a joint meeting at BSU in October; in November we met jointly at CWI, and in between the faculty met separately at their own locations. After the initial meeting, CWI faculty visited BSU English 101 Plus classes, and engaged in follow-up conversations with the instructors, and both groups held discussions with their own colleagues. During the fall, CWI faculty developed their English 101 Plus course collaboratively for spring implementation. BSU, which began offering English 101 Plus in spring 2013 (when typically there are fewer developmental students), was, in fall 2013, offering the course for the second time with a full cohort of fall sections. At this time, BSU faculty posted curriculum materials to the Writing Plus Project website to support English 101 Plus and the one-credit model. In addition, both groups worked on defining and framing teacher research projects.

In spring 2014, the roles were reversed. CWI launched its new course, and BSU faculty visited CWI Plus classes, again followed by conversations with both the instructors and each group’s own colleagues. CWI faculty added curriculum materials to the Writing Plus Project website to support the two-credit model, and both groups carried out teacher research projects. For BSU faculty, these were Institutional Review Board-approved studies, usually done in pairs, on topics like analysis of assessment data or student perceptions of the course. Originally, CWI had planned similar projects, but this was modified to a day-long assessment project involving all CWI 101 Plus instructors in which faculty reviewed selected English 101 and English 101 Plus portfolios at the end of the term.
In the summer following the project, both groups worked to finalize teacher-research projects and other materials for presentation at the summer 2014 “First-Year Writing Across Idaho” institute, the companion piece of the State Board of Education grant. Additional materials were added to the Writing Plus Project site: curriculum materials to support both one- and two-credit models, summaries of research, and meeting agendas and related documents. BSU faculty analyzed their research findings on student learning and created posters; CWI faculty carried out their day-long outcomes assessment and analyzed the results. Some CWI faculty also prepared materials for discussion groups on teaching that they would lead at the institute, and the CWI Department Chair created an extensive PowerPoint on the assessment data. All of these materials were then presented to colleagues across the state during a focused, full afternoon session at the summer institute, and materials continued to be presented in other venues.

In short, the English 101 Plus Project was a creative, collaborative process. One outcome is the open access website of the project: Digication E-Portfolio: ENGL 101P Program: BSU and CWI, which offers an overview, research, and teaching materials. The opening page presents the purpose of the project, including initial documents and the “year in review” with agendas and follow-up information. The site may be especially useful to those considering similar projects or contemplating curriculum for co-requisite models in varied settings. Links on the opening page lead to local research projects, syllabi, and selected course materials. The “Teacher Research Project” tab contains descriptions of each project and final research posters or presentation slides are attached to each description.

The First-Year Writing Across Idaho (Google) website is also accessible; this was the companion week-long 2014 institute (and the site also includes a related 2016 institute). Another accessible statewide (Weebly) site, Idaho 101 Plus, deals directly with co-requisite course
offerings; it contains course materials and resources and was created at the summer 2014 institute by faculty representatives from each state institution. Both the Idaho 101 Plus and the Writing Plus Project sites are linked from First-Year Writing Across Idaho.

Contingent Faculty Definitions

At BSU, two levels of contingent faculty exist, part-time instructors who can teach up to nine credits and are paid per course without benefits; and full-time lecturers who teach twelve credits, perform departmental service, and are on annual contracts that include salary and benefits. At CWI, officially only one level of contingent faculty exists, part-time contingent instructors who can teach up to eleven credits per semester but are not eligible for benefits. Full-time faculty sign yearly contracts and have the opportunity to move up through the ranks from instructor to full professor; however, their contracts, which include a salary and benefits, are always done on a yearly basis. Full-time CWI faculty teach fifteen credits per semester, and while they also do service for the department, the bulk of their time is expected to be teaching.

Implementing the Writing Plus Project at Boise State University

As the Writing Plus project commenced in the fall of 2013, Boise State instructors were eager to collaborate with CWI faculty. Though our institutions are distinctively separate, we often share student populations and many adjunct instructors teach cross-institutionally, making the project relevant and valuable. By adding more minds and experience to the discussion, we widened our consideration of what the English 101 Plus course could do. One notable addition was the sense that English 101 Plus was a place not just to help developmental writers, but to educate at-risk students on how to be successful college students. We identified student persistence as a goal worth consideration, and subsequently constructed “student success”
assignments specific to each institution that could be utilized in English 101 Plus to help students hone study skills, schedule their time, and identify (and visit) campus resources.

The Writing Plus Project also had its challenges. We struggled to find meeting times that would accommodate the most people across varied teaching schedules and locations and had to figure commuting, meetings, and observations into already busy schedules. However, professionally, participation in the Writing Plus Project allowed part-time and full-time faculty to work together on an important and public project as well as produce publishable research which was shared at the 2014 “First-Year Writing Across Idaho” summer institute. This not only added useful vitae lines, but it also generated a sense of camaraderie among participants as exhibited by cross-institutional faculty development discussions that continued after the project officially ended.

**Implementing the Writing Plus Project at the College of Western Idaho**

The first formal mention of the Writing Plus Project at CWI came at a portfolio review session. Contingent faculty were told that developmental writing classes were being reconfigured as English 101 Plus and that professional development would start in the fall. Faculty could sign up if interested. Part-time contingent faculty, usually aware that full-time community college job searches mentioned basic writing teaching experience as desirable, signed up. Most also knew that, as English 101 instructors, they would need to be able to teach the new model to continue getting class assignments. Also while, as an institution, CWI was not necessarily looking to fill new full-time positions (there were none available at that time, even though CWI actually has done most of its hiring from existing pools of contingent faculty), contingent faculty did get the unique opportunity for paid professional development in an area that could contribute to obtaining a full-time job at a community college, perhaps even CWI if positions opened up. This
idea obviously appealed to many low-paid contingent faculty members. Yes, they were interested in the students, but that was a given, considering the length of time many had been teaching. Mostly, it was an opportunity to be able to expand their repertoire and make ends meet financially.

One benefit of the initial grant and mentoring was the opportunity to get to know more people in the department. Sometimes contingent faculty, especially those working at more than one institution, never see anyone if they teach at strange hours and are always running straight back to their car to go to their next job. Jessica Schreyer notes that, “When faculty do not have opportunities to interact with others within their discipline, or even to think more broadly about how best to teach within the varied institutions of which they are a part, then these conditions do not support long-term program consistency” (85). In other words, when contingent faculty feel isolated and don’t have the opportunity to learn and hone their skills with others, they are more likely to leave for a different job, which creates turmoil for those staffing classes, and in turn, affects student learning and the quality of the program. Of course, the Writing Plus Project was unique in that it combined people from two institutions to explore the teaching of basic writing. In some cases, this allowed people to get to know instructors from a different institution. It should also be noted, however, that about half of those trained through CWI were also instructors at BSU, and they were not necessarily offered English 101 Plus sections at BSU.

Contingent Benefits at Boise State

The BSU cohort of the Writing Plus Project became an important sounding board as Boise State’s FYW program navigated the rapid change of the English 101 Plus implementation and evolution. In the first two years we dealt with shifts in English 101 Plus grading from a separate one-credit pass/fail studio, to a one-credit graded studio, to a four-credit combined grade
for the English 101 and studio together. We also tested out various approaches to the timing of the studio: preceding the main English 101 section or following it. Continual communication among instructors naturally allowed for useful discussions on how to handle these shifts in grading and scheduling.

The four-credit design of the English 101 Plus course benefitted both full-time and part-time contingent faculty in terms of teaching load. The extra credit hour for a full-time contingent faculty could decrease their course load to three 4-credit courses, rather than four 3-credit courses, resulting in twenty-five fewer students overall each semester. For part-time contingent faculty, the new English 101 Plus course also proved beneficial, allowing them to potentially gain up to two credit hours’ worth of work each semester. Traditionally part-time contingent faculty were allowed nine credit hours per semester; however, with an opportune increase to eleven credit hours in 2012, they could teach two 4-credit English 101 Plus courses, plus another 3-credit course, thus gaining two credit hours of pay without increasing the overall number of students taught.

As the Writing Plus project drew to a close, the instructors at BSU who had generated the new English 101 Plus course continued to teach it. This blossomed into their mentoring of new faculty also wanting to teach the new course. Initially this was done ad hoc, through pairing a seasoned English 101 Plus instructor with an interested faculty member. These efforts usually consisted of discussions, class observations, and sharing of teaching materials. Additionally, one graduate student, interested in the English 101 Plus model, utilized internship credit to shadow an English 101 Plus course. However, as instructor interest in teaching English 101 Plus increased, it was clear a more sustained, consistent mentoring process was needed.
In the summer of 2015, three instructors from the Boise State Writing Plus Project cohort collaboratively developed an English 101 Plus mentoring program to more systematically prepare department faculty to teach the new course. Implemented in fall 2015, the mentoring included a 4-hour initial workshop, studio observations, and monthly meetings, with a culminating English 101 Plus certification. Leaders and participants also received small stipends. Notably, the English 101 Plus Project had allowed for another mode for faculty to generate worthwhile projects that promote program unity, sustainability, and professionalism.

**Contingent Benefits at the College of Western Idaho**

CWI has been lucky so far that there has been relatively little contingent turnover; however, the demand for English 101 Plus classes has grown exponentially. Three of the original contingent faculty from the Writing Plus Project have been moved into full-time positions, a few have gone on to other opportunities, including new full-time positions at BSU, and for the first few semesters, only a couple new contingent faculty were added to the classes. However, going into the fifth semester of offering the co-requisite model, CWI found itself needing six new contingent faculty members just two weeks before classes started. To handle the inevitable future mentoring needs, the English Department has converted one of the full-time instructors to the position of Composition Coordinator and given her course released time to focus on faculty development and mentoring, something that will strengthen the program and contribute to its sustainability.

One strength of the Writing Plus Program at CWI is that the department very much views all of the Plus students as “our students.” This is particularly apparent in the willingness of the Language and Arts dean and the English department chair to teach the five-credit classes whenever there is a need. No one asks part-time contingent faculty to teach classes that full-time
faculty, or indeed the administration of the department, are unwilling to teach. This attitude has built a community of instructors where everyone from the top down is working towards the success of the students and the program.

**Benefits and Challenges of Collaboration between the Institutions**

During the Writing Plus Project, both institutions learned a great deal about cross-institutional collaborative projects, especially their sustainability. One significant challenge of the project was defining realistic faculty development projects with faculty from different institutions, including full-time and part-time contingent faculty. Teaching, research, and service overlap significantly for first-year writing faculty, and it was difficult to determine what was helpful and reasonable to expect from faculty with varying teaching loads and working conditions. The mission of the community college is teaching and does not require research as such, so what kind of teacher research projects could be expected? Similarly, at Boise State, we questioned how much time was fair to ask of our part-time contingent faculty who don’t have service requirements and face challenges of potentially inconsistent work and income.

The project offered a rich opportunity to get to know colleagues at our sister institution, observe and discuss teaching, create teaching materials, engage in teacher-research projects, and become part of public conversations about the teaching of writing. We built continuing professional relationships with local first-year writing colleagues and gained an awareness of each school’s philosophy, student population, teaching styles, classrooms, technology access, and the field of basic writing. Instructors also gained a new sense of voice and their need and ability to contribute to professional conversations, whether through teacher-research studies, presentations at conferences or publications, or at the state level. As committed and informed college instructors, they have a stake and should have a voice in the education of Idaho students.
The benefits to students at both institutions were clear. Students gained credit for their work and could progress more rapidly toward their goals for education. Despite some healthy fear and skepticism about eliminating the lowest developmental writing course at CWI, faculty were overwhelmingly positive and supportive of the changes. Many faculty realized this is teaching that works well—small classes, more time with students, and a sustained focus on supporting student writers. Seeing students thrive in this model was energizing.

In short, “Complete College Idaho” provided the leverage we needed to successfully implement curricular changes that aligned pedagogically with our values and offered clear benefits to students and instructors. Ultimately we were able to utilize the impending changes arguably generated by the “rhetorics of austerity” as an opportunity. The austerity in this case offered a beneficial cut in lengthy non-credit bearing, costly coursework for at-risk students who are often demoralized by self-perceptions of being remedial and subsequently discouraged from continuing college-level study. By adopting the ALP model, we eliminated drop-out points by placing students into English 101 without prerequisites. Prior to adopting ALP, we chanced confirming student fears of being unprepared for college, when, after a placement test or procedure, they are accepted as students, yet cannot be genuine college students until they pass a basic writing course or two.

Expectations of a person’s abilities are powerful. We aim to balance accepting students as full college students, and providing support for those who are underprepared. John Hetts, plenary speaker at the Conference on Acceleration in Developmental Education in June 2015, emphasized the importance of not making a student’s first interaction with the institution a roadblock. He argued that placement into developmental courses sends the message that students “don’t belong” and can “imply that most students are not ready for college and are likely to fail.”
These are powerfully negative messages, and Hetts argues that some remedial programs underestimate capacity. We were lucky enough to utilize the mandate to promote curricular change that cut out drop-out points and also generated opportunities for instructors to participate in meaningful, collaborative work. Admittedly we have the benefit of working within a state with a relatively small overall population as well as unique conditions between our institutions that lent well to collaboration.

Will Idaho meet the 2020 Complete College Idaho goal that the State Board and governor endorse? It is unlikely for complex reasons, including the lack of good-paying jobs in the state and lack of faith in higher education generally (Uehling, “Complete College Idaho”). The legislature passed a nonbinding resolution of support for CCI goals in 2016, describing the 60% figure as “a stretch goal,” but the resolution carried no additional funding, even though, as a state lawmaker noted, “Idaho is still spending less on higher education than it did in 2009” (Corbin). The Idaho Education News reported in 2016 that “progress toward the 60 percent goal has stagnated. Only 40 percent of young adults now hold a degree or certificate” (Corbin). Many students see little value in higher education, especially in a low wage state. In a 2016 survey study, University of Idaho researchers focused on graduating high school seniors with follow-up four months later, finding: “One-third of respondents were not fully convinced that more education would help them financially. Idaho’s average wage per job is among the lowest in the nation. Over time, the average wage gap between Idaho and the rest of the nation is increasing” (University of Idaho, McClure Center for Public Policy Research). In 2015, writer Daniel Walters offered comprehensive reporting on why Idaho students do not go to college, noting Idaho’s isolated geography, attitude of self-reliance, dwindling good paying jobs even with technical skills, and low national ratings of public schools (Walters).
Most of these factors are beyond the control of English faculty. If Idaho does not meet the 60% goal by 2020, it will not be because Idaho English Departments were resistant to a new approach, but instead embraced that approach, one that leads us to continue to hope.
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